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Many-Electron Theory of Atoms and Molecules. V. First-Row Atoms and Their Ions*·t 
V. McKoy:!: AND o. SiNANOGLU§ 
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 
(Received 28 May 1964) 
The correlation energies of the 1S22s2 inner cores of the first-row atoms B, C. "', Ne are found to be very 
different from those of the corresponding four-electron Be-like ions, B+ to Ne6+, due to the exclusion effects 
of the outer 2p electrons. Whereas the 2S2 correlation, E (2s2) , in the 1s22s2 ions increases from -1.13 e V in 
Be to -3.2 eV in Ne6+, the 2s2 correlation in the neutral atoms decreases from -1.13 eV in Be to -0.27 eV 
in Ne. The many-electron theory was used for the nonempirical2s2 calculations and included the use of the 
1'12 coordinate. With these theoretical E (2s2) values the correlation of a 2p electron with the 1s22s2 inner core 
is found to be large, "-'-1 eV. Also the 2p2 correlation comes out about -1 e V. The results show that core 
energies will, in general, depend strongly on the state and number of the outer-shell electrons and that 
intershell correlation interactions may be appreciable. Implications for ... -electron systems and the ligand-
field theory of inorganic complexes are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
THIS series of papers has been developing a theory of many-electron atoms and molecules including 
electron correlation effects'! Paper I systematically ana-
lyzed the correlation effects in the wavefunction and 
energy of a many-electron system showing the pair 
correlations to be by far the most important. Paper II 
developed methods for obtaining the pair correlations. 
Paper III obtains the effect of correlation on orbitals 
and shows them to be negligible on the Hartree-Fock 
part of the wavefunction. In Paper IV nonempirical 
calculations are carried out on the Be atom and its 
ions. The changes in BeH ion when it is turned into 
the core of Be1+ or Be are obtained quantitatively 
studying the usual "neglect" of the ls2-type inner 
shells. The ls2 pair correlation in Be, e(ls2), differs 
very little from e(ls2) in Be2+ or Be+. Such pair corre-
lations are transferable. This "inner-shell" cancellation 
is basic to much of quantum chemistry. 
Paper V gives a theoretical analysis of the changes 
of correlation energies in the ground states of the 
first-row atoms and their ions. This includes changes 
both with the total number of electrons N, and the 
nuclear charge Z. The ls2 core of Be is very much like 
the ls2 electrons in BeH or Be+ (Paper IV). Compar-
ing Be+ and Be we can "cancel" out such inner cores,2 
* Research supported by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
t Presented at the International Symposium of Quantum 
Chemistry, January 1964 at Sanibel Island, Florida. 
:1: Yale University Predoctoral Fellow. 
§ Alfred P. Sloan Fellow. 
1 Papers are referred to as follows: (I) O. SinanogIu (pair 
versus many-electron correlations), J. Chern. Phys. 36, 706 
(1962); (II) O. Sinanoglu (methods for pair correlations), J. 
Chern. Phys. 36, 3198 (1963); (III) O. Sinanoglu and D. F. 
Tuan (effect of correlation or orbitals, f.'s) , J. Chern. Phys.38, 
1740 (1963); (IV) D. F. Tuan and O. Sinanoglu (Be!+, Be+, and 
Be), J. Chern. Phys. 41, 2677 (1964). 
2 This paper deals only with changes in the correlation part of 
a pair of electrons. Changes in the Hartree-Fock part are well 
understood. 
e(ls2). But how far can we go with such "inner-shell 
cancellations?" Is the ls22s2 core of carbon the same 
as ls22s2 of CH? Can we put the ls22s2 f6+ ion into a 
F atom? Our results show that the answer is no. These 
cores, the 2S2 part, change drastically when we put 2p 
electrons on top of them.2 The e(2s2) will be calculated 
nonempirically using the many-electron theory. e(2s2) 
drops from -1.13 eV in Be to almost zeros in nitrogen 
through to Ne (see Paper I). Contrary to previous 
empirical results,4 which show e(2s2) increasing from 
-1.03 eV in Be to -3.2 eV in Ne, these new e(2s2) 
show that e(2p---+1s22s2), the correlation of a 2p elec-
tron with the ls22s2 core of the atom, is large ~-1.0 
eV. Previous results4 gave e(2p---+1s22s2)~-O.25 eV. 
Also e(2p2) is about -1.0 eV and not -1.72 eV.4 
"EXPERIMENTAL" CORRELATION ENERGIES OF 
ATOMS AND THEIR IONS 
From total experimental energies, Hartree-Fock 
(HF) energies (EHF) and relativistic estimates (ac-
curate to within 5%) ,4 Clementi4 has obtained the 
correlation energies of atoms and ions of the first row 
(see also Fig. 1). His graphs4 show the change in 
total E corr . with N number of electrons, and Z nuclear 
charge [see also Ref. 3(b) for some detailed graphs]. 
These graphs bring out three main features: (a) In 
the Be-like ions, Be, B+·· . Ne*, the total correlation 
energy increases linearly with Z. The 2S2 correlation 
increases with Z, not e(ls2). Linderberg and Shull5 pre-
dicted this Z dependence from 2s-2p degeneracy in the 
limit of infinite Z. (b) When one 2p electron is added, 
~ee (a) O. Sinanoglu, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (U.S.) 47, 1217 
(1961) (b) O. Sinanoglu, Advan. Chern. Phys. 6, 315-412 
(1964) . 
• E. Clementi, J. Chern. Phys. 38, 2248 (1963) i see also L. C. 
Allen, E. Clementi, and H. M. Gladney, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 
465 (1963). 
6 J. Linderberg and H. Shull, J. Mol. Spectry. 5, 1 (1960). 
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FIG. 1. Correlation energy of first-row atoms and their ions. 
Curve 1: Total "experimental" correlation energy of the ground 
states of first-row atoms (Ref. 4). Curve 2: Total correlation 
energy of He-like ions (Ref. 4). Curve 3: Correlation energy of 
four-electron 1s22s' ions (Ref. 4). Curve 4: Correlation energy of 
ls'2s2 inner cores in neutral atoms (obtained by adding the cal-
culated e(2s') [see text] to the semiempirical e(ls2) and 1s-2s 
intershell correlations [see Paper IVl]. Segment a is the 2p' 
correlation plus the correlation of a 2p electron with the 1s22s2 
core (see text). Segment b is the correlation energy of one 2p 
electron with the ls'2s' core (see text). 
turning Be-like ions into B-like ions: total correlation 
energy increases by -0.35 eV in Band -0.16 eV in 
NeiH-. Total E eorr . still increases with Z and almost 
parallel to the Be-like ions. (c) There is an increase of 
about -1.7 eV as soon as 2p electrons pair up, e.g., 
(2poa2po{3). We expect such an increase. 
The small increase in total E oorr• on adding a 2p 
electron, (b) above, naturally leads to two empirical 
conclusions4 : (i) This very small increase in total Eoorr . 
is the correlation of a 2p electron with the inner ls22s2 
core; (ii) the inner core, ls22s2, has pretty much the 
same correlation as the ls22s2 of the free four-electron 
IOn. 
But 2S2 correlation is a near-degeneracy-type corre-
lation ("nondynamical") ,3b,S very different from ls2 
correlation ("dynamical"), The many-electron theory 
shows that these "nondynamical" pairs, in contrast to 
"dynamical" pairs, are very sensitive to the rest of 
the Hartree-Fock "sea." The total Hartree-Fock po-
tential influences the pair of electrons ("immersion 
effects") and also while correlating in this sea a "non-
dynamical" pair is strongly prevented from making 
excitations to other occupied orbitals6 ("exclusion" 
effects) . 
On this basis we expect the 2S2 correlation to de-
crease from -1.13 eV in Be to about zero in nitrogen 
and remain about zero all the way up to neon.3b What 
is the source of the apparent contradiction between 
60, Sinanoglu, J. Chern. Phys. 33, 1212 (1960); see also O. 
Sinanoglu, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A260, 379 (1961). 
the empirical 2S2 and 2s-2p correlation picture and 
these theoretical predictions? There are three possible 
reasons: (a) "Dynamical" correlation may be increas-
ing in e(2s2) of B, C, etc., even though it is negligible 
in Be. (b) Perhaps the relativistic corrections are 
wrong. This is unlikely. (c) 2s-2p correlations are 
large, so that they actually compensate for the de-
crease in the 2S2 correlations and then total Eoorr.'s 
seem just slightly increased upon the addition of 2p 
electrons. 
In the following sections we make detailed calcula-
tions with the many-electron theory (a) to get the 
correct nondynamical effects as influenced by the other 
electrons and the nuclear charge, (b) to see if dynami~ 
cal correlation in 2S2 subshells remains as small as it 
is in Be, and (c) to get the correct values for other 
pair correlations, e.g., e(2p---+1s22s2). The results resolve 
the discrepancy and show that the third alternative 
(c), mentioned above, is the one that correctly accounts 
for the total E eorr. trends. 
THEORY 
All our results are for ground-state atoms of the 
first row. All are closed-shell systems or have single-
determinant Hartree-Fock wavefunctions. For such 
single-determinant states the total wavefunction1,3b if; is 
(1) 
with CPo the HF wavefunction and x.' the correlation 
part so that <CPo, x.')=O. For CPo we use Roothaan's 
SCF orbitals.7 x.' is 
X =a (123· .. N) -L-+-LL-, { [1 N Uij 1 N N UijUkl 
• V2 i>j (ij) 2 i>i k>l (ijkl) 
+ ... ]} ... , iJr!=k, l. (2) 
The second and higher terms in Eq. (2) are unlinked 
clusters [see Eq. (77) of Ref. 3b]. a is the N-electron 
antisymmetrizer, 1, 2·· 'i, j are HF spin orbitals and 
uds are pair functions. Closed shell j;,s are about zero 
(Paper III) .I,3b Nonclosed-shell j;,s here are also very 
small because we have single determinant HF CPO'S.3b 
With the very small ji effects neglected (estimates 
given in Paper III)/ the total energy E of the many-
electron atom becomes3b 
(3) 
with 
D'= 1+ <x.', x.'). (4) 
7 C. C. J. Roothaan and P. S. Bagus in Methods in Computa-
tional Physics (Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1963), Vol. 2, 
p.47. 
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E'ij is the pair correlation energy and R' the three or 
more Coulomb correlations. 
<B is the two-electron antisymmetrizer. 
mij= (rij)-I- Sij+Jij, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
The self-potentials S;(Xi) should be included in Sih 
ei, and mij. They are not shown in Eq. (7) since in 
the exact pair expressions Eij these self-potentials 
cancel out. Sj(Xi) is the Coulomb plus exchange po-
tential of spin-orbital j acting on i, i.e., 
Sj(xi)i(Xi) = (j(Xj), (rij)-lj(Xj) )%)(Xi) 
- U(Xj), (ri;)-li(xj) )",d(Xi) , (8) 
Jij=Iij-K"ij. (9) 
Iii and K"i; are Coulomb and exchange integrals. ei is 
(10) 
Ei is the HF orbital energy of i and Vi the total HF 
potential acting on spin--orbital i. hio is the bare nuclei 
Hamiltonian. For details see Paper I and Ref 3 (b). 
Ui; is orthogonal to all occupied HF spin-orbitals 
("exclusion" effect), i.e., 
(11) 
The pair energy E'ih Eq. (5), is for a closed-shell 
single-determinant HF. For single-determinant non-
closed-shell HF e'i; must be re-examined because the 
total HF potential Vi acting on each electron is differ-
ent. We do this in Appendix A and the new e'ii has 
almost the same form as Eq. (5). From Eq. (5), pairs 
can now be calculated one by one just like the helium-
type atom. But Eq. (5) contains the total Hartree-Fock 
potential in Vi (Xi) ["immersion" effects Eq. (10)], 
and the exclusion effect [Eq. (11)], keeping a Ui; 
orthogonal to occupied HF orbitals. 
To use Eq. (5) we start from any two-electron 
function 1/Ii;(Xi, x;). To fit this into the many-electron 
theory 1/Iij is written as 
1/1' ii= <B (ij) +u;l (12) 
and 
(ffi(ij) , u;l)= 0 (13) 
by a change of normalization. The projection operator Q 
(see Paper II) 
N N 
Q=1-(2)ILffilk)(k}+ L <B(kl) ) (ffi(kl) (14) 
k;::1 l>k;::1 
then turns u;l into Ui;. Uij can contain rij or be of the 
CI type, etc. 
These pair functions also give R', Eq. (3), but this 
is smal1.3b 
CALCULATION OF 2S2 CORRELATIONS 
(NONDYNAMICAL) 
In this section we use a "near-degeneracy" type Uij 
to get 2S2 correlation in Be, B, C, .•. , N e. For Be 
U34= c(ffi (2P+1a2P-l{3) - <B(2p+tf32p_la) 
-ffi(2Poa2po{3». (15) 
This gives almost all of the E(2s2) in Be (Table I; see 
also Paper IV1) and Be-like ions (Table II). The 
"virtual" 2p functions used in these calculations [U34, 
Eq. (15)] were obtained from the ls22p2(1S) states 
using Roothaan's Hartree-Fock programs7 (two STO's 
per 2p). 
In boron 
and 
(16) 
2poa is an occupied HF orbital; this exclusion effect,3 
Eq. (16), eliminates the 2po term of U34 of B+, Eq. (15), 
and makes the nondynamical U34 in boron: 
(17) 
Adding another 2p electron gives, in the 3 P term of 
carbon, 
In Eqs. (16) to (18) it is assumed that the "virtual" 
2p orbitals taken in the U34 functions are the same as 
the actual occupied 2p orbitals that occur in the ground 
state cpo's. We calculated these nondynamical E(2s2) 's 
in boronlike and carbonlike ions with such 2p orbitals. 
All the HF orbitals were generated with Roothaan's 
programs. The basis set was two STO's per 2p HF 
orbital and three STO's for each 2s or 1s (the E' 34 is 
insensitive to the size of the orbital basis set; e.g., in 
Be going from a three-STO basis to a six-STO basis 
changes the e'34 only by ,,-,0.01 eV; see Paper IV1). 
In N(4S), O(3P), F, and Ne U34 (nondyn) =0 rigor-
ously8 if the 2p function in U34 (nondyn) is the 2p 
orbital of the ground state of each atom (Paper I, 
p.714).1 
8 Nondynamical correlation remains in N(2P), E(2s2) ""-0.94 
eViO(IS),E(2s)",-1.44eVialso E(2s2) in IS of carbon=-1.88 
eV, 4 times larger than nondynamical correlation in carbon 3P. 
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TABLE 1. 2S2 correlation, E (2s2) , in first-row atoms 
(electron volts). 
Empiricala E (2S2) 
assuming trans-
ferability of 
ion cores 
(no exclusion 
Atom effect) 
Theoretical 
E(2s2)b (non-
dynamical with 
exclusion 
effect) 
Theoretical 
E(2s2) with 
dynamical ('12) 
and exclusion 
effects· 
Be -1.034a -1.132 -0.892 
B -1.387 -0.811 -0.702 
C -1. 741 -0.457 -0.408 
N -2.149 -0.0 -0.166 
0 -2.421 -0.0 
F -2.829 -0.0 
Ne -3.155 -O.014d -0.272 
a L. C. Allen, E. Clementi, and H. M. Gladney, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 46S 
(1963). " . " 
b Tbis work. Calculations based on many electron theory. Nondynamlcal 
refers to "near-degeneracy" type, here 2s2-2p2 mixing. 
• This work. Pair functions containing ru to include the "dynamical" (slowly 
convergent witb CI) part of the correlation. Calculations include all the orbital 
orthogonalizations (exclusion effects, etc.) according to tbe many-electron 
tbeory. 
d See text. 
Tables I and II give these calculated nondynamical 
e'a4's for the ground states of Be-like, B-like, and C-like 
ions (Z< 10) and those of the neutral atoms Be to 
Ne. The 1234 (nondyn) in N(4S), O(3P), F, and Ne 
will not be rigorously zero if the virtual 2p function of 
1234 (nondyn) is different from the 2p orbital of the 
neutral atom. The 1234 can contain any 2p function to 
start with but must then be orthogonalized to the 
2p orbitals occupied in rPo of the atom according to 
Eqs. (11) and (14). This will then reduce such a 
1234 (nondyn) to almost zero. For example, a Roothaan 
HF 2p function taken from the 1s22p2(1S) state of 
Ne6+ gives a nondynamical 2S2 correlation of only 
-0.014 eV (Table I) when used in the 1234 of 1S Ne 
atom but -3.25 eV for 2S2 correlation in the ground 
state of Ne6+. Thus the use of the occupied 2p orbitals 
in calculating the nondynamical 12(2s2) is justified. 
Table I also shows the empirical4 E(2s2) in these 
atoms. These are values carried over from the Be-like 
ion 2S2 correlation and assumed unchanged in the neu-
tral atoms.4 The empirical and the nonempirical E(2s2) 
have very different trends. But these nonempirical 
12(2s2) are only nondynamical. Is the dynamical part 
of E(2s2) in B, C, ••. , Ne becoming large eno~gh to a~­
count for these different trends? We investIgate thIS 
in the next section. 
CALCULATION OF 2S2 CORRELATION WITH '12 
(DYNAMICAL EFFECTS) 
In this section we get total 2S2 correlation, dynamical 
plus nondynamical, with a pair function containing '12. 
The two-electron trial function tfa4 is 
tf34= <B[2s(3)a(3) 2s( 4) <B( 4)] (1+'Y1'34) ; (19) 
'Y is a variational parameter. From Eq. (12) 
U340 =C-ltJ;34(Xa, ~)-<B[2s(3)a(3)2s(4)M4)J, (20) 
c= (tf34, <B[2s(3)a(3)2s(4)~(4)]>. (21) 
The projection operator, Q, of Eq. (14) turns ual into 
1234• This Ua4 is not difficult to handle. All integrals were 
done on an IBM 709 (see Appendix B for details). 
Table I gives the e(2s2) from these pair functions. 
2S2 correlation decreases from -0.892 eV in Be to 
-0.166 eV in N and increases slightly to -0.27 eV 
in N e. Optimized values of the variational parameter 
'Y, Eq. (19), are: 0.974(Be) , 0.506(B), O.313[C(3P)], 
0.207[N(4S)], 0.414(Ne). Thus we find that the dy-
namical correlation indeed remains small. The trend 
in E(2s2) we found above with the nondynamical pair 
functions is real. From an analysis of the correlation 
energies of Ne 2s hole and 2p hole states Kestner9 
finds that in ground state neon E(2s2)< -0.5 eV, in 
good agreement with these results. 
It must be pointed out that our 1'12 calculations were 
not made to get really accurate results but just to see 
if the total E(2s2) 's show the same trend as the non-
dynamical E(2s2). Had our purpose been to get very 
accurate results we would have included more terms, 
e.g., b('1+'2) terms to help scale our results.lO 
OTHER PAIRS 
With these nonempirical e(2s2) above, we can get 
the other "dynamical" and quite "transferable" (Paper 
IV) Eds semiempirically from the data. These again 
are very different from the empirical4 ones. 
In IV, E(1s2) and 1SL-+2s2 intershell correlations were 
discussed and analyzed, and correct values for the 1s2s 
pairs were obtained for Z=3 to 10. Two important 
pairs still remain for first row atoms: (i) f:(2p--+1s22s2), 
correlation of a 2p electron with the ls22s2 core; (ii) 
f:(2p2), tight pair 2p correlation. Table III gives 
E(2pn--+1s22s2)+f:(2pn) i.e., the correlation of n 2p 
electrons with the ls22s2 core and among themselves. 
This is what is left after the correlation energies of the 
ls22s2 cores, i.e., the ones in the N-electron "medium" 
with the proper immersion and exclusion effects calcu-
lated above, are subtracted from the total Ecorr •• These 
new E(2pn--+1s22s2) +f:(2pn) are much larger than the 
previous non-theoretical ones. Below we obtain the 
f:(2p--+1s22s2) and the e(2p2) parts of these values sep-
arately. 
9 N. R. Kestner, J. Chem. Phys., "2s and 2p Hole States of 
Ne" (to be published). 
10 For a diScussion of scaling see P.-O. L5wdin, J. Mol. Spectry. 
3, 46 (1959).; M. Veselov, M. Petrashen, and A. Krichaniga 
[Zh. Eksperim. i Teor: Fiz. 10, 857 (1?40) ] inclu?ed such a term, 
i.e., b (Tl +TZ) along With arIZ to put In correla~lOn between the 
2s electrons in Be. They used an equation denved by V. ~ock 
et al. [Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 10, 723 (1940) ] and obtamed 
a total energy 0.045 a.u. lower than their H.F. energy 14.529 a.u. 
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TABLE II. E(2s!) in Be, B, C (SP) isoelectronic series. Nondynamical (near-degeneracy) correlation here from 2pl mixing 
[Z is nuclear charge; N is number of electrons (electron volts)]. 
"-.Z 
N"-. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 -1.132" -1.417 -1.828 -2.309 -2.554 -2.900 -3.248 
5 -0.811 -1.069 -1.270 -1.477 -1.692 -1.882 
6 -0.457 -0.563 -0.656 -0.745 -0.832 
• See Paper IV of this series for 2p function used in Be calculation, all other 2P functions from HF of (I.sI2p") states (see text). 
a. E(2P-ls22s2) 
In C(3P) and N(4S) all 2p electrons have parallel 
spins. E(2pn) is then small [Ref. 3(b) and Paper IJ. 
Most of E(2pn) +E(2pn~1s22s2) (Table III) is really 
E(2pn~1s22s2). From Table III E(2p~1s22s2) is ",,1 eV 
and E(2pn~1s22s2) is in the ratio 1:2:3 for n=1, 2, 3 
in B, C, and N, respectively. E(2s2) is very different 
in B, C, and N so the total E.orr • behavior which led 
to the previous4 fortuitous conclusion that E(2~1s22s2) 
is small ~-0.25 eV (also decreasing with Z in boron-
like ions)4 is accounted for by the actually large 2s-2p 
correlations. As expected total 2s-2p correlation is pro-
pOl·tional to the number of 2p electrons. More results 
below support this estimate of E(2~1s22s2) = -1 eV. 
These large values of E(2~1s22s2) are also in line 
with: (a) From CI Donathll gives -1.35 to -2.72 eV 
for the total of six E(2~1s22s2) in F-, Ne, Na+. This 
gives an E(2~1s22s2)~-0.35 eV in Ne, already twice 
the previous estimate4 ~-0.16 eV. This is only with 
two configurations for 2s-2p correlation. Because of 
the slow convergence of CI the final E(2~1s22s2) 
should be at least twice Donath's value. (b) The large 
2s-2p radial overlap is 
f R28R2pr2dr~0.92. 
The 2s-2p correlation is not an "intershell effect" like 
E(1s-2s). 
TABLE III. E(2P") +E(2p"~1S!2s2) in first-row atoms and ions 
(e V), i.e., the correlation energy of n 2 p electrons among them-
selves .(2pn), and with the Is22S! core, E(2pn~IS!2S!). (n is the numb~r of 2p electrons; Z is the nuclear charge.) 
X 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1- -1.137 -1.232 -1.333 -1.411 -1.491 -1.602 
Ib 
-0.354 -0.326 -0.272 -0.245 -0.190 -0.165 
2" -2.317 -2.477 -2.586 -2.737 -2.897 
3" -3.449 -3.533 -3.631 -3.754 
a This work. Using the strong changes in Is'ls' ion cores due to exclusion 
effects on E (2.'). 
b Based on the assumption that Is'2s' ions remain the same in the neutral 
atoms [L. C. Allen. E. Clementi. and H. M. Gladuey, Revs. Mod. Phys. 35, 465 
(1963). 
11 W. Donath, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 490 (1963). This follows 
comment by O. SinanogIu in Discussion [Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 
489 (1963) J where this problem with 2s! correlation and dis-
crepancies is pointed out. See also Ref. 3 (b) and Paper I. 
To get a crude theoretical estimate of E(2~1s22s2), 
we mixed in the 2p term of (1s22s2p3d) configuration 
(double exci ta tion). The 3d function is a single Slater 
orbital, (r2e-ar ) , with the radial part pulled into 
the region of the 2s and 2p orbitals. This gives an 
E(2~1s22s2) of -0.44 eV in Band -0.76 eV in 
Ne5+ already larger than previous estimates4 and we 
did not optimise the 3d orbital exponent nor scale the 
final wavefunction. lO 
h. E(2P2): 2p2 Correlation 
Assuming E(2~1s22s2, A) =E(2~ls22s2, A+) for 
F, 0, Ne, and neglecting some small effects which can 
be estimated from a full theoretical analysis (non-
closed-shell many-electron theory; to be published) 
we get E(2p2)+E(2~1s22s2)=-1.72 eV (Fig. 1). 
E(2~1s22s2) lies between -0.4 eV and -0.8 eV. This 
-0.4 eV is Donath'sll estimate and -0.8 eV is 50% 
of E(2~ls22s2) in Ne5+. We take E(2~1s22s2, Ne)~ 
!E(2~2s21s2j Ne5+) because 50% of E(2~ls22s2, Ne5+) 
comes from 1s22s-2p3d(2P) mixing and this configu-
ration will not mix in N e (1 S). With these considera-
tions we find that E(2p2) is about -1=t=0.3 eV12 less 
than the previous estimate4 of -1. 72 eV. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The 1s22s2 cores of B, C, and Ne are very different 
from the 1s22s2 Be-like ion of these atoms (Fig. 1). 
E(2s2) in the Be-like ion is a nondynamical pair, and 
unlike the "dynamical" 1S2 pair (slowly convergent 
CI), is drastically reduced when we turn this core 
into say the 1s22s2 core of the five-electron boron atom. 
The E(2s2) decreases from -1.13 eV in Be to -0.27 
eV in Ne whereas the assumption of transferability of 
1s22s2 ion into the neutral atom would have led4 to 
the large value of E(2s2) in Ne= -3.2 eV. These pairs 
are nontransferable. The r12 calculations show that the 
dynamical part of E(2s2) remains negligible. Nonempiri-
cal calculation with e.g., o:r12, (3r122, etc., are carried out 
easily one pair at a time. Putting r12 into the wave-
function avoids the slow convergence of CI and does 
11 Three-body effects may not be totally negligible in Ne itself 
and Kestner (private communication) estimates them to be 1 eV 
in Ne. We find them to be 0.07 eV in NeH . Differences between 
these effects in Ne1+ and Ne will be much less and not important 
for our argument above. 
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not lead to difficult integrals even with the inclusion 
of all the orbital orthogonalizations. 
E(2p--+ls22s2), the correlation of a 2p electron with 
the ls22s2 core, is large, r-v-l eV. The nontheoretical 
comparison of the total Eoorr.'s of the ls22s2 ions and 
the neutral atoms would have led, on the other hand,4 
to the conclusion that 2s-2p correlations are negli-
gible [E(2p--+ls22s2) = -0.25 eV].4 The E(2s2) is not 
transferable from ions to neutral atoms and ions with 
more electrons. With the correct E(2s2), E(2p2) now 
comes out r-v-l eV and not -1.72 eV.4 
Since E(2s2) is so sensitive to the occupation of the 
2p shell the ls22s2 core correlation will strongly de-
pend on the state of the atom, e.g., IS or 3p in carbon. 
The core energy will also depend on ionization and on 
molecule formation. Thus the usual assumption of the 
cancellation of inner shells is not valid except for ls2. 
Correlation errors resulting from this assumption may 
be several electron volts. Such effects are being applied 
in this laboratory in connection with the prediction of 
excitation energies and molecular binding energies. 
For heavier atoms, e.g., with 3s, 3p, 3d and higher 
d and f electrons we will find similar large exclusion 
effects making the inner ion cores of these atoms non-
transferable. Again the usual assumption of the cancel-
lation of inner cores will not hold. Also, as we found 
in the 2s-2p case above various "interorbital" correla-
tions, e.g., between 3s and 3p, 3p and 3d, 3d and 4f, 
etc., electrons of the larger atoms are expected to be 
appreciable. A rough idea about the importance of 
such correlations may be obtained from the magni-
tudes of the radial overlap integrals, e.g., 
f R3dR3pr2dr, 
etc., between the radial parts of the appropriate Har-
tree-Fock orbitals. Such correlations may need to be 
taken into account in the ligand-field theory of in-
organic complexes. 
P34 permutes Electrons 3 and 4. 1na4 contains the 
self-potentials but these cancel out in Eq. (A2). e'a is 
like ea, Eq. (10), but V3 and Ea are from the traditional 
HF operators. The extra terms are differences in ex-
change potentials. 
APPENDIX B. DETAILS OF r12 CALCULATIONS 
The U34 with the orbital orthogonalizations and rI2 
are easily handled. For example, with 2s,,= 2s, 2sfJ= 28, 
U34o= (B[2s(3) 28 (4) ] (w+Wa4) , (Bl) 
w= -~(2s(3)2s(3)2s(4)2s(4)r34), (B2) 
g(3) = (ls( 4) 2s( 4) r34)x4> h(3) = (2s( 4) 2s( 4)r34}x., and 
The exclusion effects on 2S2 correlation and the large 
2s-2p correlation found in this paper should be signifi-
cant also in 1I"-electron theory. Because of these effects 
the a core correlation in, say benzene, will change 
depending on which of the 11" orbitals are occupied in 
the particular electronic state. In addition the large 
2s-2p correlations mean that now there should be ap-
preciable a-rr correiationI3 interaction which will also 
depend on state. 
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APPENDIX A. THEORY APPLIED TO SINGLE-
DETERMINANT NONCLOSED SHELL STATES 
For nonclosed shell single-determinant HF we can-
not use Eq. (5) as it stands. The traditional HF poten-
tial, V i(Xi), is not the same for every spin-orbital i. 
Roothaan's HF orbitals are identical with the tradi-
tional HF ones for the configurations dealt with in 
this paper. We used the operators of the traditional 
HF method but Roothaan's analytical representation7 
of the orbitals. To see what happens to Eq. (5) for 
these single determinant nonclosed shell atoms we put, 
e.g., for boron x= (2)-iG,(lsalsi3u342poa) and CPo into 
E oorr • = Eexp. - EHF 
.;;;,.2(cpo, (H-EHFh)+(x, (H-EHFh) 
"'" 1+ (x, x) . (Al) 
We write out in detail the matrix elements of Eq. 
(Al). The final result after the appropriate cancella-
tions looks very much like Eq. (5), though the varia-
tional pair energy expressions are not identical. For 
example, one has in boron 
f(3) = (2po(4) 2s(4) ra4}x., we have 
Ua4= Ua4L ~(B[1s(3) 28 (4) g( 4) - ~(B[2s(3) g(3) l8( 4) 1 
- ~(B[2s(3) 28( 4) h( 4) J- ~(B[2s(3) h(3) 2s( 4)] 
- 2w(B[2s(3) 28 (4) J- ~(B[2po(3) 28 (4)f( 4)] 
+~(B[18( 4) ls(3) ] (ls(3) ls( 4), 2s(3) 2s( 4)11'34) 
+~(B[ls(3) 2s( 4) ] (ls(3) 2s( 4), 2s(3) 2s( 4)ra4) 
+~(B[2s(3) ls (4) ] (2s(3) ls( 4), 2s(3)2s( 4)r34}. 
13 Sigma-pi correlation energies were discussed pleviously in 
terms of the core polarization theory (Ref. 6). They are also-
included in the many electron formulation of the 2:, II separatioTh 
and the 7r-electron problem (Papers I, II)_ 
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1'34 occurs explicitly only in U34o. The other terms are 
products of one electron functions, a convenient result. 
All 1'12 integrals, except one, are reduced to a linear 
combination of integrals of the type14; 
fl(1'l) Yr(81tPl)h(1'12)g(1'2) YA"(82t/J2)dvldv2. 
Rotating the co-ordinate system and integrating we 
obtain this integral in closed form. These expressions 
are then programmed. 
14 J. L. Calais and P.-O. Lowdin, J. Mol. Spectry.8, 203 (1962). 
The other integral contains three "inseparable" inter-
electronic coordinates. We programmed the expressions 
derived by <ihrn and Nordling15 for the Yale IBM 
709 computer. The general form of the integral is 
<fl(r1) h(r2) 1(1'3) Ykm(l) Y/(2) Y I"(3)1'lhd'1'23"). This 
reduces to an infinite series. For spherically symmetri-
cal integrands (YoO) and A= 1, J.t= -1, v= 1, the second 
term in the series is 3% of the first. For nonspherically 
symmetrical integrands (Ylo and same A, J.t, v) the 
second term is about 8% of the first. 
16 Y. Ohm and J. Nordling, J. Chern. Phys. 39.1864 (1963). 
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Scattering of High-Velocity Neutral Particles. XIII. Ar-CH4; A Test of the 
Peripheral-Force Approximation* 
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Collision cross sections have been measured for argon atoms with energies between 700 and 2100 eV, 
scattered in room-temperature methane. The results have been analyzed to obtain the average potential 
between an argon atom and a methane molecule, 
(V(r) hv=936/r7•8Ii eV, 2.31 A~r~2.66 A. 
This result has been used as a test of combination-rule approximations by comparing it with the average 
potential calculated from previous measurements on He-CH., He-He, and Ar-Ar. The peripheral-force 
approximation gives consistent relations among the experimental results for these systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
THIS paper is concerned with the problem of ob-taining information about the short-range forces 
between polyatomic molecules by the indirect proce-
dure of scattering beams of fast neutral atoms from 
such molecules. Previous papers have reported the 
scattering of beams of He and Ar atoms by N2 mole-
cules,l and the scattering of beams of He atoms by 
C~ and CF4 molecules.2 These earlier studies indi-
cated that it was a better approximation to assume 
that the force centers of the molecules were located 
on their peripheral atoms rather than to assume central 
forces for the molecules. The present measurements on 
Ar-CH4 were made to check the consistency of these 
* This research was supported in part by the U.S. Office of 
Naval Research (MIT) and in part by the U.S. National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (University of Maryland 
Grant NsG-5-59). 
11. Amdur, E. A. Mason, and J. E. Jordan, J. Chern. Phys. 
27, 527 (1957). 
a 1. Amdur, M. S. Longmire, and E. A. Mason, J. Chern. Phys. 
35,895 (1961). 
conclusions through the agreement or disagreement with 
the results obtained with He-CH4. 
The ideal procedure would involve calculation of 
the average CHc CH4 potential from scattering meas-
urements on Ar-CH4 and Ar-Ar, and comparison of 
the result with the average C~-CH4 potential ob-
tained from measurements obtained on He-C~ and 
He-He. This type of calculation, however, is extremely 
sensitive to the accuracy of the measured cross sections 
for Ar-CH4 and Ar-Ar. For example, errors of the 
order of 5 % in the Ar-C~ cross sections are magnified 
into errors of about tenfold in the derived C~-C~ 
potential. The effect results primarily from the ex~ 
treme sensitivity of the index in the inverse power 
potential for C~-C~ to the corresponding indices 
in the experimental potentials for Ar-CH4 and Ar-Ar. 
The present results were obtained some years ago and 
experimental difficulties limited the cross sections to 
those which could be obtained with a single (wide) 
detector. Their accuracy is therefore lower (of the 
order of 4% or 5%) than that obtainable from the 
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